Call for applications Research in Germany Press Tour “Seas and Oceans”
HS Coburg: Analytical Instruments, Measurement and Sensor Technology (AIMS)
Berlin School of Economics and Law: International Master’s Programmes
HS Bremen: International Graduate Center (IGC)
FAU Erlangen: Kick-start your career at one of the top-universities in Europe

The German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) invites a delegation of 15 international science journalists on a press tour to Germany on marine research from 22 to 27 October 2017.

The press tour picks up the topic of the German Science Year 2016/17 of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) and sets out to show what marine researchers in Germany are working on.

Preliminary programme outline
The focus will be on three fields of action:
- Oceans as a source of raw materials and energy
- Oceans as “weather kitchen” and climate machine
- Oceans as a source of food and treasure trove

Among the institutions to be visited are (to be confirmed):
- Alfred Wegener Institute Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research, Bremerhaven
- Cluster of Excellence "The Future Ocean", Kiel
- GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel
- Leibniz Centre for Tropical Marine Research, Bremen
- MARUM - Center for Marine Environmental Sciences, University of Bremen
Who can apply?

Journalists specialized in the coverage of science, technology, the environment or research policy are welcome to apply.

Participant profile:
- Established journalists with at least three full years of professional experience working/free-lancing for general or popular science media
- Currently working as journalist or freelance for print, online, or broadcast media outlets (unfortunately, TV journalists cannot take part due to logistical limitations).
- Excellent contacts with media in your home country
- Specialized in environment, ecology, energy, sustainability or other science and technology issues
- Excellent English language skills
- Commitment to fully participate in the programme (22 to 27 October 2017)

The deadline for applications is Wednesday, 31 May 2017, 23.59 pm (CET).
The International Graduate Center (IGC)

As part of the University of Applied Sciences Bremen the IGC offers 2 different Master programmes, 4 different MBA programmes, of which many include the option for a Double Degree, and one of it should match your interest:

Masters:
- European Studies (EN only)
- Aeronautical Management (EN only)

MBAs:
- Global Management (EN only)
- International Tourism (EN only)
- European/Asian Management (EN only)
- International MBA (EN only and with the following specialisations / partners):
  - International Logistics and Supply Chain Management, Bremen / Germany
  - International Finance and Investments, Wilmington / USA
  - Human Resource Management, Hatfield / UK
  - International Marketing, Valencia / Spain
  - Management in Emerging Economies, Moscow / Russia

For enquiries call +49-421-5905-4133 or send an email to info@graduatecenter.de

Kick-start your career at one of the top-universities in Europe.

At the heart of Europe lies the metropolitan region of Nuremberg – home to one of Germany’s oldest and most distinguished universities: Friedrich-Alexander-University (FAU). We offer 40,000 students from around the world the ideal innovation-driven environment to kick-start their careers in Engineering, Business, Natural Sciences, Medicine, Law, and the Humanities.

As one of the strongest research universities in Germany, FAU offers over 70 Master's degree programmes. International students thrive at FAU, not least thanks to our broad range of degree programmes taught entirely in English in almost all disciplines, especially at the postgraduate level.

Students and Researchers can take advantage of our strong partnerships with top global companies and research organisations including Siemens, Audi, Adidas, the Max Planck Society, the Fraunhofer Society, and the Helmholtz Association of German Research Centres. Research is a key strength of FAU. In many fields, our university counts among the major global players in higher education with connections to more than 500 universities worldwide. FAU is consistently ranked highly in both national and international rankings. The University has performed particularly well in the THE Ranking, the QS World University Ranking by Subject, the DFG Funding Atlas and the Reuters Top 100 World's Most Innovative Universities ranking.

Building on its tradition and location, the Nuremberg region has established itself as an industry powerhouse driving Germany's economic success. It is home to innovative start-ups and leading global corporations that have partnered with FAU to form world-class research networks such as Energy Campus Nuremberg, Medical Valley European Metropolitan Region Nuremberg, and Nuremberg Campus of Technology.

Student Advice and Career Service
Phone: +49-9131-85-23333 or -24444
Mail: ibz@fau.de
Для того, чтобы отписаться от рассылки, выйдите на сайт http://www.daad.ru и введите свой адрес электронной почты в поле "Подписка на Newsletter".

DAAD 2016